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This Is The Beautiful EN-CLOSED GARDEN OF DELIGHT. This Garden Is Called GAN. This Is The Garden That ADAM (ZAKAR) And EVE (NEKAYBAW) Will Live In. There Are Beautiful Trees, Flowers, And Birds In The Garden, And Good Fruits And Vegetables To Eat. There Are Animals In The Garden Too.
This Is The Great
ANOO-NA-KEE
ARAA-ZOO.
He Is A Good
ANOO-NA-KEE.
His Job Was
To Plant The Garden,
Eastward In Eden.
ARAA-ZOO
Is Working Very,
Very Hard
To Make The
Garden A Beautiful
EN-CLOSED
GARDEN
OF DELIGHT.
This Is The Great
ANOON-NA-KEE
LA-HAAR.
He Is A Good
ANOON-NA-KEE.
His Job Was To
Take Care Of Each
And Every Bird
And All The Flocks Of THE
EN-CLOSED
GARDEN OF DELIGHT.
He Has Just Sat Down After
A Long
Hard Days Work.
Here Is LA-HAAR
Feeding All The Birds.
This Is The
ANOO-NA-KEE ASH-NAAN.
Her Other Name Is
THOO-KEE-AK.
She Is A Good
ANOO-NA-KEE.
Her Symbol Is The Peacock.
THOO-KEE-AK Had A
Beautiful Voice.
Because Her Voice Was
So Beautiful She Was
Chosen To Sing The Praise
of THE MOST HIGH, ANU.
Her Job Was To Take
Care Of All The Fruits,
Trees, Flowers And Grain
Of THE EN-CLOSED
GARDEN OF DELIGHT.
Look At THOO-KEE-AK
Watering The Flowers.
This Is The Great
ANOO-NA-KEE
KAL-KA-EL.
He Is A Good
ANOO-NA-KEE Also Called A
ELOHEEM Or YEHWHEH;
One Of The 24 Elders
Of The Garden. And His
Other Name Is ROOD-WAAN.
He Guards GAN,
THE EN-CLOSED
GARDEN OF
DELIGHT.
When ZAKAR, Who Is
Called ADAM Was 21 Years Of Age,
And NE-KAY-BAW,
Who Is Called EVE Was
18 Years Of Age, The ELOHEEM
(ANOO-NA-KEE)
Placed Them In The
EN-CLOSED GARDEN
OF DELIGHT To Live,
And Be Taught.
This Is ZAKAR And
NEKAYBAW Playing
Together In The Garden.
They Were Very Happy.
The ELOHEEM KAL-KA-EL Told ADAM And EVE They Could Eat From Every Tree Of The Garden, But Not From The Tree In The Middle Of THE EN-CLOSED GARDEN OF DELIGHT.
One Beautiful Day,
When The Sun Was Shining,
The Birds Were Singing.
ADAM Was About His Work
And EVE Was
In The Field Picking Fruits, And
A BAD ELOHEEM
By The Name Of SAMA-EL,
Whose Other Names
Are Also NA-KHASH
And SATAN, Tried
To Sneak Inside
THE EN-CLOSED
GARDEN OF DELIGHT.

Did SATAN
Get In The EN-CLOSED
GARDEN OF DELIGHT?
Look For (Part Two)
Of THE ENCLOSED GARDEN
OF DELIGHT!!!!
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